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Dielectric relaxation measurements were performed on propylene glycol�PG� and oligomers having
different number of repeat units (N�2, 3, and 69�. The primary�-relaxation had the Kohlrausch–
Williams–Watts�KWW� form, with a stretch exponent (1�n) which decreased with increasingN.
The temperature dependence of the�-relaxation time, as reflected in the fragility index, increased
with N. A broad, rather symmetric secondary�-relaxation was observed at higher frequencies in the
dielectric loss spectrum for all samples withN�1. This is the first observation of the�-relaxation
peak in dipropylene glycol (N�2) and tripropylene glycol (N�3). The separation between the�-
and�-relaxations increased with increasingN. This trend indicates that the separation is minimal in
PG, which makes it difficult to resolve the�-relaxation from the more intense�-relaxation. This,
together with the fact that the strength of the�-relaxation decreases with the molecular weight of
PPG, as found by Johari and coworkers, explains the absence of an observable�- peak or shoulder
in isothermal or isochronal dielectric measurement on PG. It is proposed that the deviation of the
dielectric loss peak for PG from either the KWW or the Cole–Davidson functions at higher
frequencies is due to a�-relaxation masked by the�-process. The same conclusion was reached by
Johari and co-workers, based on evidence from their ‘‘difference isochrone method.’’ Finally, we
show that the data from oligomers of propylene glycol support the recently proposed correlation of
��(Tg) with (1�n) and the rough agreement between��(Tg) and the primitive relaxation time of
the coupling model at temperatures aboveTg . �S0021-9606�99�51423-2�

I. INTRODUCTION

An important feature in the dynamics of glass-forming
liquids is the nonexponential time dependence of the primary
relaxation process��-relaxation�, which can be described by
a correlation function having the Kohlrausch–Williams–
Watts1 �KWW� �stretched exponential� form

��� t ��exp��� t/���1�n�. �1�

We eschew the more usual ‘‘�’’ notation for the stretch ex-
ponent in order to avoid confusion with the designation of
the secondary relaxation process. The use of 1�n follows
from the analysis detailed below. For dielectric relaxation,
the complex dielectric response function	* �
� obtained
from a Fourier transform of the time derivative of the KWW
function usually does not fit experimental data at frequencies
high relative to the maximum in the loss peak. This limita-
tion of the KWW function was also found in mechanical
stress relaxation. Other empirical functions, such as the
Havriliak–Nagami function,2 are often used to fit dielectric
data. In fact, the Havriliak–Negami function2 usually give a
better fit than the KWW function. Nevertheless, for our pur-
pose, we use Eq.�1� because it has one less parameter and
has a connection to the theory we shall later invoke.

A striking characteristic of the�-process is the dramatic
increase of its relaxation time,�� , as the liquid is cooled

toward the glassy state. A glass transition temperature,Tg ,
can be defined as the temperature at which�� reaches an
arbitrary value of 102– 104 s, that is, a time sufficiently long
that the primary process below this temperature is effectively
frozen on the time scale of experimental observation. The
non-Arrhenius temperature dependence of�� nearTg usually
follows the Vogel–Fulcher–Tamman�VFT� equation3

���T ����� exp� A

T�T0
� �2�

in which ��� , A, andT0 are material constants.
Another near-universal property of glass-forming liquids

is the presence of a secondary process, or�-relaxation, at
shorter times.4–7 This secondary relaxation is associated with
a broad, and often much weaker, peak in the dielectric loss
spectrum in comparison to the primary dispersion. However,
for some glass formers, no clearly resolvable�-relaxation is
evident.5–10 This may be due to a very weak�-relaxation
strength, the limited experimental frequency range, or the
proximity of the�- and�-relaxations.5 Under these circum-
stances, a ‘‘difference isochrone’’ method was employed to
reveal the�-process in glasses in which it appears to be
absent in either isothermal or isochronal dielectric
sprectra.11,12 These results11,12 confirm the belief that the oc-
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currence of a�-process in glasses is universal. The mean
relaxation time of the secondary relaxation has an activated
temperature dependence,

���T ����� exp� E�

T � , �3�

with E� equal to a few tenths of an eV. The fact that the
activation energy has the magnitude of real energy barriers,
and that��� is on the order of molecular vibrational times
(10�16�����10�13s) suggest that the�-relaxation is com-
prised of simple molecular motions. However, its exact ori-
gin remains unknown.

There is increasing interest in the role played by the
�-relaxation in the dynamics of the glass transition, includ-
ing the possible existence of some relation between the�-
and �-relaxations.13 Recently, it was found on empirical
grounds14,15 that nearTg , a correlation exists between the
value of the secondary relaxation time and the KWW expo-
nent for the�-relaxation. Experimental data suggest that the
separation of the�- and �-relaxations atTg is not random;
rather, log���(Tg)/��(Tg)� has a roughly linear dependence on
the magnitude of the KWW exponent (1�n) at T�Tg .14,15

This relationship was rationalized14,15 in terms of the cou-
pling model.16,17Interestingly, those glass formers not exhib-
iting a �-relaxation peak have�-relaxations characterized by
large values of (1�n),14,15 and almost invariably a small
fragility index m �Ref. 18� defined as the derivative,
d log�� /d(Tg /T), evaluated atT�Tg . For glass formers hav-
ing large (1�n), the absolute value of log���(Tg)/��(Tg)� is
small; consequently,��(Tg) is close to��(Tg). This prox-

imity precludes resolution of a�-relaxation peak from the
more dominant�-relaxation, as was originally suggested by
Johari and Pathmanathan.11

Previous dielectric11,19,20 and photon correlation
spectroscopy21 measurements on the glass-former propylene
glycol have shown its ‘‘strong’’ character, along with an
absence of a secondary relaxation peak. On the other hand,
similar studies on the polymeric form, poly�propylene
glycol�,20–23 found the latter to be more fragile, have a
smaller KWW exponent, and to exhibit a resolved� peak
well separated from the� peak. From such results, we expect
that lowering the molecular weight of poly�propylene glycol�
towards the monomer should decrease the fragility, increase
the KWW exponent, and cause the�-relaxation peak to shift
closer to the�-relaxation. Such an investigation could also
shed light on the relation between primary and secondary
relaxation processes in glass formers.

In this work, we present dielectric spectroscopy results
on the relaxation dynamics above and belowTg for poly�pro-
pylene glycol� having different number of repeat unitsN
�1, 2, 3, and 69. The dimer and trimer are of particular
interest, in light of previous studies of the�-relaxation re-
porting that forN�7, the relaxation behavior already attains
that shown by higher molecular weights.20,21 A number of
investigations have demonstrated that chain length can exert
a significant effect on the local dynamics.24–26

II. EXPERIMENT

Propylene glycol, dipropylene glycol, tripropylene gly-
col, and poly�propylene glycol� having an average molecular
weight of 4000 were obtained from Aldrich Chemical Com-
pany. These materials have the chemical formula
H–�C3H6O)N – OH with N�1, 2, 3, and�69, respectively.
Immediately prior to measurements, samples were main-
tained for one hour at 125 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere.

Dielectric spectroscopy was performed over the fre-
quency range from 10�4 to 106 Hz, by the combined use of
an IMASS Time Domain Spectrometer (10�4– 104 Hz) and
an HP4284 A LCR meter (20– 106 Hz). The sample cell
consisted of parallel plates, 41 mm in diameter, whose sepa-
ration was varied between 0.25 and 1 mm to bring the ad-
mittance within the instrumental range.

Differential scanning calorimetry was carried out using a
Perkin–Elmer DSC7, with liquid nitrogen cooling. Data
were collected during cooling of samples�10–15 mg� at 10
deg/min.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The complex permittivity,	* (
)�	�(
)�i	�(
), was
obtained at several temperatures above and belowTg . Figure
1 shows representative dielectric loss spectra for all samples
at a temperature near the glass transition temperature.
Herein, we defineTg to be the temperature at which��(T)
�100 s �see Table I�. The data in Fig. 1 have been super-
posed in order to allow comparison of the peak shapes. The
solid lines in the figure represent fits to the KWW function
�Eq. �1��. For N�69, a power law dependence has been in-
cluded to the fitting, to account for the intensity observed at

FIG. 1. Dielectric loss spectra atT�Tg for propylene glycol���, dipropy-
lene glycol ���, tripropylene glycol���, and poly�propylene glycol� of
4000 molecular weight���. Both axes have been normalized to bring the
maxima into coincidence. Note that the width of the� peak increases with
increasing the number of repeat units. Solid lines are fits to equation Eq.�1�,
with the respective values of the stretch exponent listed in Table I.
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lower frequencies.22 The widths of the peaks increase with
increasing molecular weight, as seen from the values listed
in Table I for (1�n) obtained atTg .

The coupling model14–17 provides an interpretation for
the inverse relationship observed in Table I between (1
�n) and the molecular weight of the PPG. According to this
model, intermolecular interactions only become important
beyond a temperature-insensitive crossover timetc�2 ps.
For t�tc , the molecular units relax independently of each
other, giving rise to an exponential correlation function,
�(t)�exp(�t/�0), where �0 is the primitive �noncoopera-
tive� �-relaxation time. At times longer thantc , intermolecu-
lar interactions�i.e., cooperativity� slow down the relaxation,
whereupon the averaged correlation function assumes the
KWW stretched exponential form. The�-relaxation times��

and�0 are related by14–17

���� tc
�n�0�1/�1�n �. �4�

The coupling parametern, reflecting the degree of intermo-
lecular cooperativity, varies from 0 to 1. A larger value ofn
implies more cooperativity, and thus a more pronounced
slowing down of the relaxation process; that is, the effective
relaxation time�� becomes much longer than�0 . Thus the
data in Table I reveal an increase in intermolecular cooper-
ativity with increasing number of repeat units in the oligo-
mers.

Dielectric permittivity,	�, and loss	� data of the dimer
at several temperatures are shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�,
respectively. For the temperatures over which the
�-relaxation peak fell within the experimental frequency
range, at least approximate conformance of the�-relaxation
to the time-temperature superposition principle was ob-
served. This is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2�b�. The other
samples behaved similarly, except forN�1. For propylene
glycol, increasing temperature gave rise to a small increase
in (1�n), from 0.72 to 0.78 over the measured range.

For the dimer, trimer, and polymer at temperatures be-
low Tg , a secondary process is evident in the dielectric loss
spectra. In Fig. 3, this�-relaxation is shown at several tem-
peratures for the trimer, which is representative of the other
two. While the relaxation strength of the�-relaxation de-
creases with increasing temperature, the strength of the
�-relaxation increases with temperature. As is common for
secondary relaxations,27 the peaks in Fig. 3 are much broader
and weaker than the primary dispersion. These loss peaks
appear to be almost symmetric, although our data are only
for a limited frequency range.�-relaxations are often de-
scribed in the frequency domain using the empirical Cole–

Cole function,28 	�* (
)�	� /�1�(i
�CC��CC�, which
gives symmetric peaks for the imaginary part	��
�. The
solid lines in Fig. 3 are fits to this expression. The fit param-
eter�CC can be identified with the mean relaxation time�� ,
equal to 1/(2� f p�), wheref p� is the frequency of the maxi-
mum in 	�.

The temperature dependencies of the�- and�-relaxation
times are displayed in Fig. 4. The solid lines through the data
points are fits to the VFT expression for�� and the Arrhen-
ius equation for�� , withthe fitting parameters collected in
Tables II and III, respectively. Of course, the VFT param-
eters represent nothing more than the best fit over our limited
experimental range; extrapolation to higher temperatures
might differ from measurements actually carried out at
higher frequency.

To compare non-Arrhenius temperature dependencies
for the �-relaxation, we follow the suggestion of Laughlin

TABLE I. Glass transition temperature�defined as��(Tg)�102 s�, KWW
exponent atTg , and the fragility indexm. N�1 refers to propylene glycol,
N�2 dipropylene glycol,N�3 tripropylene glycol, andN�69 poly�pro-
pylene glycol� of MW�4000.

Tg �K� (1�n) at Tg m

N�1 168 0.72 53
N�2 195 0.67 64
N�3 193 0.63 71
N�69 198 0.55 83

FIG. 2. �a� Dielectric permittivity spectra for dipropylene glycol aboveTg :
��� 195 K, ��� 199 K, ��� 203.5 K,��� 207.8 K,��� 213.5 K,��� 219 K,
��� 221 K, ��� 231 K. �b� Dielectric loss spectra for dipropylene glycol
aboveTg : ��� 195 K, ��� 199 K, ��� 203.5 K,��� 207.8 K,��� 213.5 K,
��� 219 K, ��� 221 K, ��� 231 K. The shape of the�-dispersion is
virtually independent of temperature over the experimental range. Solid
lines are illustrative fits to Eq.�1�, with (1�n)�0.67 at 195 K and (1
�n)�0.68 at 225 K.
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and Uhlmann29 and Angell,30 by plotting the logarithm of the
relaxation times�� versus the quantityTg /T �Fig. 5�. The
slope of these curves atTg /T�1 is referred to as the
fragility18 or cooperativity31,32 index m, defined earlier. The
values ofm determined herein for the different samples are
listed in Table I. It is an empirical fact that theTg-scaled
temperature dependence correlates with the value of the
KWW exponent atTg .18,32–34 Systems with largerm are

almost invariably associated with smaller stretch exponents
(1�n), although there are exceptions�e.g., propylene
carbonate18�. This correlation is also evident herein for PPG
with increasingN, m increases and (1�n) decreases�see
Fig. 5�. According to the coupling model, the increase in the
fragility �cooperativity� index, as well as the decrease in (1
�n), are consequences of enhanced intermolecular
cooperativity.31–34 The primitive relaxation times,�0(T),
were calculated as a function of temperature forN�1, 2, 3,
and 69 using Eq.�4� and the experimental values of��(T),
(1�n(T)) and tc�2�10�12s.6 The inset of Fig. 5 shows
that the dependence of the scaled primitive relaxation times,
�0(T)/�0(Tg), on the scaled reciprocal temperature,Tg /T, is
almost the same forN�1, 2, 3, and 69.

The secondary relaxations in Fig. 4 have Arrhenius tem-
perature dependencies, with a molecular weight-independent
E��0.3 eV. Although the values deduced for��� are sensi-
tive to small uncertainties in the activation energies, they are
of the order of 10�13– 10�14s. These results offer support to
the notion that secondary relaxations involve independent,
non-cooperative motions.6,27,35,36 In this respect, the
�-relaxation bears resemblance to the primitive�-relaxation
of the coupling model. However, the two processes cannot
be identical, since only the latter is slowed down by inter-
molecular interactions to become the cooperative
�-relaxation observed at longer times. Nevertheless, as we
shall show later, the fact that��(T) and �0(T) are compa-
rable in magnitude suggests that the primary and secondary
processes bear some similarity to each other, at least at tem-
peratures above the glass transition temperature. It has re-
cently been established from experimental data on many
glass formers that there is a relationship between the
�-relaxation time atTg and the KWW exponent (1�n) of
the�-relaxation.14,15According to this empirical relation, the
separation between the� and� peaks atTg tends to zero as
the KWW exponent for the�-relaxation approaches unity.37

The present results on PPG samples differing only in
molecular weight offers an interesting test for this correla-
tion. Following Refs. 14 and 15, in Fig. 6 we have plotted
the �-relaxation times as a function of the KWW exponent

FIG. 3. Shape of the dielectric loss peak associated to the secondary relax-
ation process in tripropylene glycol belowTg : ��� 137 K, ��� 142 K, ���
153 K, ��� 167 K, and��� 178 K. The broad, symmetric peaks are fit to the
Cole–Cole relaxation function�solid lines�.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the respective relaxation times for the
primary �hollow symbols� and secondary�solid symbols� processes:��� N
�1; ��,�� N�2; ��,�� N�3; ��,�� N�69. Solid lines are fits to Eq.
�1� for the �-relaxation times and to Eq.�2� for the �-relaxation times.

TABLE II. Parameters from fitting the�-relaxation times to Eq.�2� �see
Fig. 4�, along with the temperature range of each fit.

log ���(s) A �K� T0 �K� Range�K�

N�1 �12.95 1630.4 120.4 165–219
N�2 �15.27 2021.2 143.9 192–234
N�3 �13.29 1312.1 155.4 190–230
N�69 �11.64 878.4 170.1 196–233

TABLE III. Parameters obtained from the fits of the�-relaxation times to an
Arrhenius law�Eq. �3�� over the indicated range of temperatures. The results
are plotted in Fig. 4.

log ���(s) E� �eV� Range�K�

N�2 �12.70 0.31 138–191
N�3 �14.09 0.34 131–191
N�69 �13.57 0.30 122–188
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for N�2, 3, and 69�open circles�. We have also included
experimental data from Refs. 14 and 15�solid squares�,
which reveal the proposed trend. The�� plotted in Fig. 6 are
for temperatures at which the corresponding�� equals�by
extrapolation� 104 s. It can be observed that for larger values
of (1�n), the �-relaxation time becomes longer, and con-
sequently closer to the�-relaxation time. The thick line is�0

calculated as a function of (1�n) from Eq. �4� with ��

�104 s andtc�2�10�12s. To demonstrate that this corre-
lation is not dependent on the definition of the glass tempera-
tureTg , the inset in the figure shows the same data but with
Tg now taken to be the temperature at which���10�2 s.
Figure 6 and the inset illustrate that at the same temperature
aboveTg , the relaxation time�� is close to the primitive
�-relaxation time�0 deduced from the coupling model.

Note that in Fig. 6 there is no data for large values of
(1�n). The single point for (1�n) greater than 0.7 corre-
sponds to the�-relaxation resolved in cyclo-octanol in the
ordered state.38 The anticorrelation between the value of (1
�n) and the separation of the�- and �-relaxation times
accounts for the absence of a� peak in the dielectric loss
spectra of glass formers having large values of (1�n) such
as propylene glycol. The proximity of the dispersions makes
it difficult to resolve the�-relaxation from the more intense
�-relaxation. Together with the fact that the strength of the
�-relaxation increases with the molecular weight of PPG, as
found by Johari and co-workers,11,12 this explains the ab-
sence of an observable� peak or shoulder in isothermal or

isochronal dielectric measurement on PG. It was proposed39

that the deviation of the dielectric loss peak for PG from
either the KWW or the Cole–Davidson fits at higher fre-
quencies in the form of an excess ‘‘wing’’ is due to a
�-relaxation masked by the�-process. The same conclusion
was reached by Johari and co-workers earlier based on weak-
ening of the strength of the�-process with decreasing mo-
lecular weight and evidence of the existence of�-process in
PG from analysis of data using their ‘‘difference isochrone
method.’’11,12Figure 7 displays the dielectric loss spectra for
propylene glycol at two temperatures, near and above the
glass transition. Although a distinct secondary peak cannot
be resolved, the data at higher frequencies depart from
KWW behavior. It is tempting to conclude that this reflects
the presence of a�-relaxation under the more prominent
�-relaxation. The solid lines in Fig. 7 are fits to a superpo-
sition of a KWW and a Cole–Cole function, to account for
the�- and the�-processes, respectively. The values obtained
for �� are close to those calculated for�0 �see Fig. 6�, and
consistent with a trend with increasingN. This fitting proce-
dure has been successfully employed previously for other
strong glass-forming liquids, such as glycerol40 and
cyclo-octanol.38 Moreover, in the case of cyclo-octanol,
Brand et al.38 were able to resolve a distinct peak for the
ordered state, providing additional evidence for the presence
of a �-relaxation.

FIG. 5. The�-relaxation times from Fig. 4, with the abscissa scaled by the
temperature at which���102 s �symbols are as defined in Fig. 4�. The
fragility index m �see Table I� increases with the number of repeat units. The
inset shows that the scaled noncooperative relaxation times, calculated from
Eq. �4�, haveTg-scaled temperature dependences that are almost indepen-
dent ofN.

FIG. 6. Values calculated for�� �open circles� at temperatures correspond-
ing to ���104 s, for di-, tri-, and poly�propylene glycol�, revealing an in-
creasing �� for larger (1�n). The solid squares represent similar
�-relaxation times of a large number of glass formers taken from Ref. 14.
The line is�0 calculated from the coupling model�Eq. �4�� for the same
temperature. The inset shows for the same data at a different reference
temperature at which���0.01 s. The solid circle is the value forN�1 at
184 K deduced from fitting its spectrum to a superposition of two processes
�see Fig. 7�.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented herein on the�- and the
�-processes in propylene glycol and three oligomers having
repeat unitsN�2, 3, and 69 demonstrate several experimen-
tal facts. The first is a strong correlation between the separa-
tion of the�- and the�-relaxation times, log���(Tg)/��(Tg)�,
and the stretch exponent, (1�n), of the �-relaxation. This
finding is consistent with the correlation previously observed
in a large number of glass formers with diverse chemical
structures. The trend seen in PPG withN�2, 3, and 69 im-
plies the absence of a resolved�-relaxation peak in the di-
electric loss spectra of glass-forming liquids such as PG (N
�1) is due to the proximity of the two processes. Conse-
quently, the� peak is masked by the�-process. This sce-
nario was originally suggested by Johari and co-worker,
based on their difference isochrone method of analysis of
dielectric data of PG and other glass formers.11,12 The ulti-
mate origin of this trend is the difference in the degree of
intermolecular cooperativity, as reflected in the magnitude of
n in the KWW exponent (1�n) of the�-relaxation function
�Eq. �1��.14,15

The second fact drawn from the results herein is that
aboveTg the measured�-relaxation times are the same order
of magnitude as the primitive relaxation times. This suggests
a relationship between, but not necessarily equality of, the
�-relaxation time and the noncooperative or ‘‘primitive’’
�-relaxation time of the coupling model. This near coinci-
dence of the two times supports the notion that the�-process
involves independent or non-cooperative motions occurring,
for example, in ‘‘loosely packed’’ sites, as suggested by Jo-
hari and co-workers and others.11,35,36
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